In this study, we examine and compare the performances of data mining techniques based on the daily indexes of five different markets, namely DAX, FTSE 100, NASDAQ Composite, NIKKEI 225 and NYSE Composite. The A/D oscillator, chaikin oscillator, moving average convergence/divergence, stochastic oscillator, acceleration, momentum, chaikin volatility, fast stochastics, slow stochastics, williams %R, negative volume index, positive volume index, relative strength index, accumulation/distribution line, bollinger band, highest high, lowest low, median price, on balance volume, price rate of change, price-volume trend, typical price, volume rate of change, weighted close and williams accumulation/distribution make up the 28 technical indicator attributes used in this study. The data mining techniques utilized in this study comprise of random forest model, artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machine (SVM). Initially, the input features are sorted with WEKA's Info Ranker which reveals the best attributes based on relative weight. Afterwards, ten attributes having the highest relative weight values are fed into random forest, ANN and SVM. Then different attribute combinations based on their relative weights are tested in turns for more precision.
Introduction and Literature Review
The prediction of market index price movement direction is one of the most intriguing problems in the financial sphere. Even those who professionalize in adding value to invested assets or try minimizing the risks involved could not find a single answer to the market direction question. Will it see a rise tomorrow or will it face a decline? In the last couple of decades, investors and researchers alike are trying to find robust forecasting methods in order to make accurate market decisions. They are on the unending lookout for a trustworthy method to predict stock market trends. It is the nonlinearity or in other words the non-stationary aspect of the markets that makes life difficult for people who are trying to understand the market behavior on a reliable basis. Habitually the fundamental approach to estimate the outcome of a financial time series is a number of statistical methods such as GARCH, ARMA and ARIMA, which have been used around for some time but inherently suffer from the postulation of linear variability of the stock price indexes during a particular period of time.
Particularly, the statistical method does not produce an automated solution, since at each step it necessitates changes and adaptations in order to meet regularity and stationarity in the target value. Hence, in order to trace the complex and non-stationary character of the markets more powerful methods are required to eliminate the shortcomings of the customary statistical approaches. Thus, professionals of the financial world have come up with several new ways to make sound trading decisions. Some of these astute computational methods include artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM) and fuzzy logic systems [1] . ANNs variants include the radial basis function neural network RBFNN [2] , recurrent neural network RNN [3] , multilayer perceptron MLP [4] , generalized regression neural networks GRNN [5] , random vector functional link neural network FLANN [6] , local linear wavelet neural network LLWNN [7] and wavelet neural network WNN [8] . These neural network designs, nonetheless, cannot show strong performance owing to the volatile and multidimensional character of the dataset coupled which is coupled with noise, as well. In this sense, computations based on fuzzy logic are preferred by some analysts due to its high handling capacity of data uncertainties. Fusion techniques have been proposed like the consolidation of neural networks with fuzzy systems [1] . Some constructs may well include fuzzy neural networks FNN [9] , adaptive network fuzzy information system ANFIS [10] or wavelet fuzzy neural networks WLFNN [11] . Neural networks can be enhanced through certain methods such as the genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization [12] or bacterial foraging optimization [13] so that in order to boost the accuracy of forecasting the best set of parameters can be gained. A three featured neural network prediction apparatus is the main subject of [14] . Moreover, the associated performance of this model to other settled prediction mechanisms is examined and portrayed by several empirical works. Considering the real Chinese financial market in 2007, the direction of fluctuations and the investment atmosphere at the time may be taken as exemplary to the shift of market behavior. Consequently, a time-variant historical dataset that comes part of a training set is able to mirror the possible market conduct motives. When the whole data is used to train the network in an equal manner, the network composition may not be persistent with the authentic stock market dynamism. Expressly, in the present Chinese stock exchanges, rules of transactions and management structures are promptly transforming, thus it is hard to follow up on the developments in the markets since the historical data cannot live up to the point of representing the current situation. Nevertheless, when the latest data is chosen, lots of precious information gets lost that the antecedent data grips. [15] suggests a propitious solution founded on Legendre neural network where weight sums are fed into the input and the orthogonal function is used as the hidden layer transfer function to overcome this issue. In their study, market indexes like Dow Jones and NASDAQ Composite is tested to see the forecasting strength of their LNNRT mechanism. In financial forecasting, two suppositions come forward when predicting market indexes. One is the Efficient Market Hypothesis assuming that market prices contain all the necessary information already shared by market players about the market price outcome. Since all the information is presumably there to exploit the market, price changes must happen in a random style due to the fact that new information comes in randomly. Thus, the term -random walk‖ was coined and meant to address the impossibility to predict the market price outcome or in other words there are no trends or patterns to describe the market behavior. Accordingly, price variations happen as a consequence of information delays or data incompleteness. Even though peripheral incidents can impact stock market price levels, precise forecasting never works due to the hardship of modeling such outside factors.
Putting aside the ample debate whether the Efficient Market Hypothesis is true or not, the onset of smart finance has opened way to another hypothesis that is based on the idea of a not always efficient market mechanism which is ridden with incapability. In other words, the market price can actually be predicted in some way owing to certain inefficiencies [16] . That many market players have beaten the market unfailingly, using smart computations, could be a manifestation that the Efficient Market Hypothesis might not be necessarily correct, at least in practice [17] . The market price forecasting profession and the affiliated decision system supporting plays a crucial role in today's smart finance environment. For a long while, researchers have been conducting extensive studies to understand the underlying mechanism of stock markets and to accurately predict the market price outcome. Since money business is all about garnering high financial gains, every player in the market is after some smart mathematical scheme that would be able to pick winners and write off losers in a consistent manner. Daily market values constitute a string of numbers over time capturing information that needs to be processed by computational models. Classical models such as moving average, ARIMA or exponential smoothing schemes suggest linear relationships between the market attributes in future value forecasting [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
User specified model functions may take a long time to evolve by experimenting with disparate probable relations and algorithms. Though linear models are appreciated and credited to some certain extent, scientific research indicates that stock markets are highly chaotic systems that cannot be deciphered by linear function relationships. Due to irregularities in a chaos system it may look random but in reality relations are nonlinear and deterministic in nature. Accordingly, in finance complex nonlinear time series models are more realistic than linear models, though not inconsistent with linear solutions that can be used by specialists. While linear systems may be seen as rough estimations of nonlinear relations in forecasting, it is not fortuitous that neural networks or genetic algorithms attract a lot of scrutiny among researchers [26] [27] . The term -random walk‖ implies that historical data is already reserved in the current market value, whereas, all increments both negative or positive negate each other over a certain time span resulting in balance of an expected value equal to zero due to the fact that they are not correlated. The seemingly hard to predict random walk model needs a nonlinear model supplement that can efficiently forecast the market addressing the several intrinsic factors that are so far not totally conceived. The difference with smart systems is that they can analyze and test historical data to infer future predictions. The power of intelligent computation schemes is that they do not have many postulations of the hidden functional dependencies and their incipient conditions, since markets may not be truly efficient systems as customary financial theory puts it [17] .
While the use of artificial intelligence in finance is not new, the biggest boost ever in AI has been done in problem solving; new ideas and approaches for designing better schemes that concentrate on problems rather than calculations. Several works have collated the efficiency of artificial intelligence techniques over traditional models such as ARMA, ARIMA, linear regression et cetera in forecasting questions that revealed the superior estimation quality of artificial intelligence based schemes, [28] [29] [30] . Recently, numerous works have focused either on artificial intelligent systems or their combinations with other models to increase the precision of forecasting [31] . [28] [29] suggests an integrated system founded by genetic fuzzy model and artificial neural network as a stock price estimation expert system. To sort out the dominant factors of the stock prices they made use of stepwise regression analysis, then partitioned the unprocessed data into clusters by the use of self-organizing map. In the last step, these clusters are presented to the genetic fuzzy system which can sunder out the rule bases and tune the data base. Their outcomes proved better performance than other approaches. A Takagi-Sugeno-Kang type fuzzy rule based system made use of simulated annealing to train the most impacting parameters. The outcome revealed better performance of this fuzzy model over back propagation network or alike [32] . [33] tested the Tehran Stock Exchange by a neuro-fuzzy inference system where C-mean clustering was applied. The model proved promising over similar solutions. [34] brings out his swarm algorithm that serves the purpose of optimizing a K-means clustering algorithm in the learning course of the radial basis function. They tested their proposed approach against two other optimization methods as well as some well-known forecasting methods only to see its better performance.
[35] have a solution to the problem of non-differentiability of morphological operators in their proposition of dilation-erosion perceptron used with the back propagation algorithm. [36] 's investment apparatus is remarkable as for it is designed to construct forecasting models for investors. [37] wanted to find a way to find buy or sell indications derived from technical indicators fed into a classifier based on a genetic algorithm. The classifier worked well demonstrating powerful forecasting capability. Neural networks are powerful mechanisms that can overcome the complexity of input and output associations. Inspired by the human brain, they are designed to learn from experience; handling data, saving essential attributes of the input and postulating from past experience [38] .
Most literature on artificial neural networks concentrates on back-propagation that is found to be converging poorly. Derivatives of the back-propagation algorithm puts emphasis on the better training and converging aspect such as the Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation [39] . Nonetheless, two fundamental issues with Levenberg-Marquardt back propagation has led researchers to use evolutionary algorithms in order to obtain more proper network weights [40] [41] . Evolutionary models such as genetic algorithms have helped researchers a great deal to make up for the deficiencies in back-propagation networks like finding global minima in intricate spaces or permitting the fitness assessment to consider ancillary factors in the back-propagation algorithm [42] . It is also found that genetic algorithms perform stronger than back-propagation networks [43] [44] [45] .
A rather different concept called nonlinear filtering has been intensively used in signal processing applications. One noteworthy branch of nonlinear systems is founded on the scheme of mathematical morphology [46] . A decent amount of research has been made on the morphological system architecture [47] [48] [49] . The embedding of filters into artificial neural networks using morphological rank linear agents at each processing node is the theme of [50].
Asia, a major player in the global financial circles with its better growth rates, expanding economies backed by a large consumer base strike the interest of many researchers [51] [52] [53] . Japan and China are examples of two different stock markets. Japan is a showcase of a mature financial market with lots of research being conducted on [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . On the other hand, China is an archetypical model of a young emerging stock market with fewer studies conducted on [54] and [59] . Quite a bit of efficacious applications has revealed that neural networks are a promising technique to predict stock prices and indexes. The nonlinear mapping function of neural networks does not require a presupposition of the data properties [54, [59] [60] [61] . In order to construct a forecasting model with neural networks, the original observed data is used exactly [60] [61] . The price levels of stocks are influenced by many intrinsic factors such as economic affairs, seasonality or other factors [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . For instance, the stock market reacts to a couple of factors like news from companies, political problems, government related issues, psychological influences etc. [66] . [62] wielded Independent component analysis for the largest Japanese stocks' daily return correction. According to the results dominant Independent components disclosed more intrinsic information of the stock price levels than principal component analysis [67] .
Independent components are the so-called independent sources (ICs) that represent the concealed information of the clear data. Two types of the independent component analysis models are the linear and the nonlinear independent component analysis models. The linear model assumes the observable data is formed by a linear mixture of independent components, whereas, the nonlinear model hypothesizes that the observations consist of nonlinear blending of independent components [67] [68] [69] [70] . [71] put to use LICA as an attribute selection apparatus to establish a support vector machine predictor. The independent components were regarded as attributes of the prediction data and engaged to construct the support vector machine standard.
[58] asserted a two-phase prediction apparatus by coalescing LICA and support vector regression in financial time series forecasting. LICA was initially employed to the predicting parameters for the inducing ICs. After pinpointing and clearing away the ICs holding noise, the remaining ICs were then utilized to rebuild the predicting parameters enclosing less noise and held the role as the input parameters of the SVR prediction standard.
[57] used LICA to induce a de-noising design for data of stock prices. The design was then utilized as a pre-mechanism device before constructing a forecasting apparatus for stock prices.
Linear ICA is convenient to use when it makes sense to presume that the mixing instrument is linear or the observed data is a linear mixture. However, in several pragmatic cases or problems, the observations (for instance, stock index data) could be a nonlinear blend of concealed source signals. Stock markets in Asia, for example, are extremely active and able to display broad changes because a lot of global investors are allured towards Asian stock markets. This in fact, may practically cause Asian stock market indexes to become nonlinear sets of data where NLICA has a huge potential as a forecasting apparatus [72] [73] 68] . [75] . The universality of ANN as a strong estimator emerges from the nonlinear character of its nodes. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) has the ability to provide good approximations thanks to its hidden layers located between the input and output parts [76] . One of its advantages is that MLP's error convergence rate does not suffer from the size of input dimensionality. The neural network can be trained by back propagation and the gradient search scheme is an efficient tool to minimize the mean squared error between the estimated and real output values. A weight adjusting system adapts the weights of the network according to the feedback of the backwards propagated data to reduce the difference between the computed value and the target value [76] . In regression calculations, errors that are squared and added together as the error function form an indicator of fit, while in classification problems the squared error together with deviance can serve as a fit function [77] . Overfitting in neural networks as it is caused by weights has always been a major obstacle in model training. In order not to reach the global minimum or prevent overfitting, early model designers relied on some sort of exit rule. Weights are designed to push the final construct of the model to have a linear solution. Meanwhile, in order to restrict the validation error growth a certain dataset for validation is utilized to decide when to stop.
The eventual result relies on input scaling which also influences the weights in the lowest layer. The number of concealed bands or layers is determined by sheer experimentation and its number usually grows with the number of input attributes. In this sense, a very efficient tool to determine the parameters of standardization or optimal concealed layer numbers is cross validation. The function of these concealed bands is to extract patterns or features in regression or classification problems. The construction of various concealed layers may possibly help to find out features of hierarchy [77] .
2. Support Vector Machines. The support vector machine (SVM) method is based on a fundamental concept used in statistics that seeks to minimize the structural risk [76] . Minimizing the training error is not the aim of SVM but it seeks to increase the boundary between the training data and the dividing hyper-plane to the greatest amount or degree. The nonlinearity of kernel functions addresses well the challenge of dimensionality in data spaces. With favorable hyper-planes capable of mapping input space examples to higher dimensional spaces, better generalization is achieved. It is easier to interpret a linear or near linear high-dimensional input space which is a product of suitable mapping. At the end, the machine learning of SVM is turned into a second degree optimization problem where the there is a single global solution with linear constraints. The universality of SVM is unique in approximation for assorted kernels. The most important aspect of SVM is that there is no local minima, while learning data subsets labeled as support vector, characterize SVM. These data subsets or support vectors are compressed from the training dataset that meagerly identifies the SVM model [76] . SVM, which tries to find the suitable hyper-plane identifying the permissible difference between two classes, is a method that was proposed for classification, at the outset. If two classes can be linearly divided the most favorable hyper-plane is able to identify the permissible margin between them. Nonetheless, at some instances overlapping non-divisible classes are made linearly separable at another level or the so-called transformed feature space [77] . For this study, as the means of calculations, WEKA which is an open source machine learning device was used. The SVM-SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) method, which is available among WEKA options, is one of the quickest schemes used for sparse sets. SVM is capable of handling large sets while having dominance over the calculating complexity of the SVM-SMO system [76] . -The sequential minimal optimization technique implements John Platt's algorithm to train a support vector classifier. The global implementation replaces all missing values and nominal attributes are transformed into binary ones. All attributes are normalized by default and the output coefficients are based on the normalized data but not on the original data which is crucial for interpreting the classifier‖ [78] .
3. Random Forests. A great deal of work have resulted in better classification precision with bundles of trees that can decide for the prevailing class among others. To flourish those trees, supervising random vectors are usually produced to oversee the tree progression in the bundle. One way to achieve the growth of a tree is by means of bagging or the arbitrary choosing of training group examples [79] . In another scheme, which is called random split selection, an arbitrary splitting process is called in at relevant nodes [80] . It is possible to create new training groups from the primary training group by disarranging the outputs or choosing from a random group of weights in the original training set [81] . Regarding the growth of trees, [82] writes about random subspaces which are arbitrary choices of feature subsets and in another study, [82] use arbitrarily chosen geometric attributes to provide each node with the best division. The parameter in building trees is that provide minimal number of prediction points having to show on each leaf and , the subscript representing the size of the training group, is a measure of the minimum leaf size against the number of training data. Prior to predicting a point of interest , the forest needs to be trained before each tree can produce its unique estimation where represents the leaf holding and shows the number of prediction points that it holds. It should be noted that each tree's estimation is only bound by the prediction points in that tree. On the other hand, despite the fact that each tree's points are attached to the estimation structure independently, one tree's points could be instrumental in the prediction as being estimation points in another tree [84] [85] .
Results and Discussion
As pointed out in the introduction, in this study, the daily market indexes of DAX, FTSE 100, NASDAQ Composite, NIKKEI 225 and NYSE Composite are tested against the support vector machine (WEKA's SMO), artificial neural network (MLP in WEKA) and random forest (WEKA's RF) methods. Twenty-eight different technical indicator daily data arrays based on Table I are constructed by MATLAB and by use of InfoRanker the most significant attributes are chosen to analyze the accuracy rate of forecasting for each method for these five different markets. A variety of different attribute combinations are selected based on their relative weight which is a measure of significance, namely the higher the weight the more significant the input attribute. The input feature list that is given on Table I is sorted with WEKA InfoRanker revealing the best attributes. In the following tables ANN, SVM and RF classification results are given based on best ten attributes and all twenty-eight attributes. (Table II) in relation to all indicators (Table III) . While the multilayer perceptron (ANN) is producing relatively better outcomes for DAX, NASDAQ and NIKKEI, the results for FTSE 100 and NYSE are less accurate. In the SVM category all results show better predictability of SVM when all indicators are used. Random forest is clearly having better forecasting capability with best ten indicators for FTSE, NASDAQ and NIKKEI indexes. The best ten indicators show a stronger forecasting power with random forest than when all inputs are used. In case of FTSE 100, NIKKEI, NASDAQ Composite and DAX, random forest fed with best ten inputs has a better prediction ability than random forest fed with all inputs given in Table I . On the other hand, it is interesting to see SVM fed with all technical indicators, showing higher accuracy rates than when it is fed by the best ten indicators. From Table II and Table III , it can be drawn that SVM is the better estimator compared to ANN and RF. When Table IV is examined, DAX, NASDAQ Composite and NIKKEI indexes show similar classification result pattern when subjected to either the best ten or all technical indicators given in Table I , i.e. they response in the same way to the three different estimators (ANN, SVM and RF) when the number of attributes are changed.
Conclusion
In this article, it is aimed to find out the accuracy estimation responses of five different stock market indexes, namely DAX, NIKKEI 225, NYSE Composite, NASDAQ composite and FTSE 100, to the SVM, ANN and random forest classifiers. Keeping in mind that no stock market is a perfect financial system whose daily movement direction can be absolutely precisely forecasted, professionals and researchers in finance alike are working on finding efficient ways to make sound and sustainable predictions that will serve as a basis for market decisions. Statistical methods like ARMA, GARCH and ARIMA have been around for a while, though none guarantees sustainability and reliability forever. In finance, it is a fact that there is no single solution to different financial questions, especially for systems as volatile as stock markets. One forecasting method could work better than the other for different time-dependent datasets or market indexes, with different feature sets and different parameters of the same estimation scheme. The forecasting schemes or estimation classifiers used in this article have also been around for a while and there is actually an abundance of literature available regarding support vector machines, artificial neural networks and random forest methods. While this study is testing the prediction power of the methods used for five different market indexes, it is also comparing the classification accuracy results of the best ten most significant attributes versus all technical indicator inputs listed on Table I for each market and each test method. The results obtained in Table II and Table III show that the SVM classifier is more powerful in predicting movement directions based on daily data. As an example, SVM classified the NYSE Composite moving direction with % 91.99 and %91.81 accuracy rate, compared to ANN's % 91.15 and % 91.4 or random forest's % 90.5 and % 90.65. It is also interesting to see the pattern of classification results of DAX, NASDAQ Composite and NIKKEI indexes when tested with the best ten or all technical indicators given in Table I Table I they showed lower accuracy results. This study can be furthered using other stock market indexes with other data mining techniques fed with different technical indicator sets to see if these techniques can achieve better accuracy rates or if some similar classification result pattern of these market indexes can be obtained. Then a more elaborate experimentation on part of the markets with similar pattern may inspire researchers to find which technique and input set would best serve to make sound decisions for a particular bundle of markets.
